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iTh iriyestigation of the differential validity

h ot esis (the success criteria and- -predietors for the

4

disadvantaged student are not the same
I

as those for the
.

xtradiionilly admitted student) has be0 undertaken at
/

,

..r

gretari length (Friedlander 1971). Thi investigation main-

ly has been precipitated by the i.ncre
/

/

. diLdigadantaged students being admit
. ' . ,

.

and,colleges in reply,to equal educ

/ The ,criteria for admission in :II
J

be SAT Math arid" 'Verbal-scores, .high'

singly large number

ed to universities

ion opportunity rights.

ny cases continue to

ehool G.P.A., achieve-

-ment-tests, and /or various other tuda measures for

-these students. Research has indica
4

Ni are indeed valid predketof. Baggal
' .1

aptitude, and achievement tests were.

/ :college success for disadvantaged

/4,

/ "'A"

4

. . -
ligh school G.P.A. He went.,on,to s that these were

. --,

,

ed that these criteria

}T (1974) Ithowed -tkat

tter predictors of

dents than was the

better
t

predictors for aisadvantiged tudentsthan for

trAditionally admitted studenS:2 I has,also been shown.

that,as the number-Of credits, tomplet d by a student in-

-1:

4
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(
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creases, the predictive correl

creases'(Siegelman, 1971). T

dicate a positive correlation

,

advantaged students (as measur d by grade point average).
1

Reading tes in,addit,lon to SAT's are oftenA!s-ea
.

for placement and admission criteria for disadvantage/d

1 4. /
students: One test frequently'4sed is the Nelson/Denny

Reading Test (1960). Towsena (1968) states,that/this is
/
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tionof the SAT scores in-
.

refore, SAT scores do in-

o college success qe dis-
f

4 /
a challenging test with a highly academic flavor....with

a rate score that may prove useful for college textbook'

sEeadirig. She continues to say that this test will be
s' 9

ireful for surveying the growth o'f reading
_ ,

poWer inithe
---

college years and that it will be'useful Tor college place -'
%

ment. As such, the inclusion'of the N
. , ,)

.

Test in a college entrancebatter57- would be a., usefut tool
.

. . ,

in predicting success.

p

son-Denny :Redding

Z. r

Therefore, it is the purpose o thit,;_study to,evaluate''

by-means of a multiple regression nalysis, the ref tion -'

1) and Nelson.:-Denny

":1

Reading Test scoreswith.G.P.A. or disaVantaged studente'

ship of SAT scores (maeh-%-ancl verb

after-one year of college.

I ,
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Method':

Subjects: Eighty-three out of a total population of

ninety,-eight provisionally accepted students were selected

on the basis of having completed two,semesters of college;

courses.. These subjects were defined as_provisi nal be-

cause they did not meet the normal academic standards for

admission into Towson State University in 1975.

Procedure: The scores subjects obtairied on the
A

4

Scholastic Aptitude Verbal and Math Tests together with a_

)raw total score that reflected reading comprehension' and

vocabulary competency on theNelson-Denny Reading Test,

_ Form C, were c lected. The SAT verPaland math scores were

those the'subjects submitted to the admissions office

0
used as acceptance criteria.

IBM

The Nelson-Denny Re di

6 be

Test

was administejed during the first week of classes to all

the provisOnal students. as part of a Comniuhicat on Skills,
.

:

course,,they weie'required to take their first se ester:'.

r.
The scores from these two'tests, SA and Nelson- dhny

Reading Test, were then' analyzed as to, how theyf, orrelated '

f
L

.

,. .''
_ ,'

to an adjusted cpmutative grade point's average which is.,
.

based on a4 4.0 point systeni. The subjectS' grade point

average was a cutolative one which reflected twesemesters

4 ,f
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of collge'courses. This grade point average was then-
.

multiplied, by the number .of semester,hours completed .by'

semesters. This product, was theiC

divided by-twenty-eight credits, the amount of credits

quired in order to be considered a second year student.

'This adjustment to the grade point Average was required be-

the .student for tho-Se tufo
o

re-

causes of a college policy that did not utilize

a reflection of non-acceptable performance

course. Inst5ad a grade-of NC (no credit)

this did 'not affect the student's average.

Student could take four courses and get-an

F grades

in, a college

was+used, but

Therefore, a

A in one .and fail

as

the' other three. 'Under the system of NC for_failed courses,

this.student would.receive a.4.0 grade point average for
. , .

the semester. This policyatso only required a student to
-. -

...--V

.

. complete 'a total of'12 credits Which reflected
a
u
t
least a '

.

-- ..
-1.50 cpmulative grade point average, .in order to avoid 4ino

, .

academically dismissed.
00.

. ,

The scorea from:the SAT and Nelson -Denny geadihg Test
.

were then q'orrelated With the'adjusfied grade point average

by means osea- multiple reyession analysis

I
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Inset* Table. I, here

r

-4.... 1 )

Table I shows the correlation coefficients between
.

ss.,

-grade point average, the'criterion, and SAT Verbal; SAT,
.., , 4

i4ath,'and Nelson-tDenny Reading Test, the predictor varia,
..

.

bIes.
Asit. , -..

. ! p -
7

Til, data shows significant correlations for ali,three..

'variables AT Verbal, SAT Math, dndNelson,Denny Reading
. .

.Test with GPA. The highest correlation is seen between
.

. 0
.

Nelson-Denny Read ng.T st and college GPA (r = .26). SAT
.

..

.Math"arid 1'AT Verb li spectively, were.also shownto be

4gnif'cant Although these c_direlations ase statistically

significapt,,they account i%olbnly:TCof the variance.

,p

Lnsert table II here
III

,

Table II shows. ti-sultant F vanes of a_s.tep7wise

, multiple regression analysis of GPA, with Nelson-DennyRead-

O

o
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wing Teat; SAT Math, and SAT Verbal. 4,

This data does show significant results in,a'nalyzing
,

the effects of the test variables on GPA: The highest F
r .

.
.

value is seefi with the Nelson-Denny Reading Test on GPA.

SAT Math.andcSAT Verbal, respectively, werealso shown to
...

.
. . .

.

be significantly related to GPA, but to a lesser extent than
6 4

the'Nelsbn-Denny Reading Test. .

D4scussion

The results do indicate positive correlations for the
0.

use of-SAT scores and Nelson-Denny ReadNg stores (r = .26,
.

. A ,
.

.1) ..4 .05) with the highest correlation being between.Nelson-
,

Denny and GPA. Also,, the Nelson-Denny met-the significance

criterion,in the step-wise multiple regression, [P(1,81)

5499; p G 05], to a much higher degree than did'the varia-

bles SAT Math and SAT Verbal. Thead results indicate the

possiblevalidity and )eliability of the inclusion of the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test in battery of college entrance
f

tests.

The results of both the step-wise multiple regression

and correiation coeffiCients show that SAT Math.scores are

better correlates with GPA than AT Verbals for this sample

of students. This indicates that pewhaps the cognitive,

'$$

c P
r$:. -.4.,

44$. .1ka
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skiirls.thet are assessed by the SAT Math are better in--
a .

Aicators.of college success for thipe'otkstudent,:than

those skills,assessed by the SAT Verbal.scores.
.

The fac that. these variables,-SAT scores and Nelson-

Denny Reading.scores,-only account for 77041 the variance

does. indicate that some other type of assessment should be

.incorporated into the college entrance battery. 'Motivatioh-

al factors have been suggested by the results ofamany stud-
_

ies Tractman,1976) as'4ccounting for a

great deal Of the-remaining variance.

-Therefore, cognitive variables that show a significant

- ability to predict GPA include Nelson-Denty, SAT Math and

SAT Verbal, respectively. As such it is suggested that .

--greater emphasis be placed on the Nelson-Denny Reading '

Test and SAT Math scores for cognitive variables.to assess

future college success for these students. if is also sug-

gested .that research 'of non-cognitive. nature -ri.motivation-

-- be conducted, and used in a battery'of admission as-,

sessment measures for these students.

9
4.
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.TABLE I.

s

t

Pearson R Correlation Coefficients Between-CPA

and Test Variables,

APP r
2

SAT Verbal .21*

SAT Math .24* .06

Nelson-Denny' .26* .07

*p C25.= .211

-7.5'
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Stepwise Multiple Regressfons of GPA with Test`
.

Va-riables

,

7

,

Variable 4

t

.

.

.

DF

81;

'2

'80

3;

79,

SS '

1.40

.

MS,

.23

:95

223.

.64
'

.2.3

\

F

4.14*

2.T5*

:-

v.

ND Test

1.40

18.90

1.90

18,40

..

1.92:

18.38'

Regression

ResidUal

SAT Math.

Regtession

Residual

.i

SAT.Verbal
.

R,egression

o
.'

Residual

b N

er

. .

.
-
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